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Abstract

Inherent complexity in web application development is continually increasing due to changes in both functional and non-functional requirements, as well as to technological changes like new programming languages, tools, frameworks and development processes. An adequate management of this complexity is required in order to generate high quality software systems. In this paper, an approach based on model-driven techniques is proposed to guide the development of web applications, by focusing on model abstractions rather than implementation details. In order to do so, we propose a set of model extensions, such as profiles and annotations, to describe both the static structure and a subset of functional and non-functional requirements usually associated to web applications.

1. Introduction

Web application development has been one of the most evolving industries in recent software engineering [1]. This evolution has also been associated with an increased complexity in the set of both functional and non-functional requirements that these systems are expected to fulfill [1]. In addition to this added complexity, the emergence of new programming languages, tools, frameworks and methodologies for web application development represent additional concerns that software developers must address. The administration of software complexity and the adequate selection of development tools, becomes vital for the change management process associated to web software development. This is because a defective process can lead to productivity and maintainability problems [2].

These kind of problems are very common not only in web application development, but in software engineering in general. As stated by Kleppe et al [3], one of the reasons for the high recurrence of these issues lies in the way the traditional software development process is usually conducted. As shown in Figure 1, this process is composed by six general stages, that range from the requirements of the system to the deployment of an application. We can appreciate that early stages deal primarily with design documents, while later ones deal with code artifacts. In theory, when a change has to be performed to the system, all of the corresponding documents and artifacts have to be updated accordingly to reflect this change. However, software developers tend to consider programming stages more important than their design counterparts, and, as a result, changes are usually applied only to code artifacts. This generates a lack of compliance between design documents and implementation artifacts, which can cause a detriment in the overall quality of the software system [2].

A relatively recent approach to cope with the aforementioned problems is represented by the Model-Driven Software Development (MDSD) discipline [5]. MDSD heavily relies on model abstractions rather than implementation details, with the intent of avoiding a lack of compliance between design documents and implementation artifacts. This effectively enhances the overall maintainability of software systems and promotes a better manageability of the technological changes they may go through [5]. Taking this into account, we propose a MDSD approach to model the domain knowledge of web applications in platform independent models.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) initiative, along with the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), the ATL Transformation Language (ATL) and the Spring Roo project. In section 3 we describe related work. Section 4 contains the definition of the Model2Roo approach. Finally, in section 5 we describe an example application of our approach, and present our conclusions and future work in section 6.

2. Model-driven technologies

2.1 MDA

MDA [3] is a MDSD initiative proposed by the Object Management Group [4]. It relies on a layered architecture of models that specify system functionality, independently of its implementation in any given platform. In order to achieve this separation, the use of models that contain either platform dependent (PSM) or independent information (PIM), as well as transformation procedures between them, is proposed.

The base of the MDA initiative is the MetaObject Facility (MOF), an specification provided by the OMG to describe meta-meta models. By using an implementation of MOF, such as the Unified Modeling Language (UML), we can develop a PIM meta-model that may later be transformed into a particular PSM model. Finally, instances of these platform dependent models can be generated. In order to do so, the definition of model transformation procedures between models of different layers is required. Table 1 depicts the four layered architecture of the MDA initiative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Meta-metamodel</td>
<td>MOF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>Metamodel</td>
<td>UML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>UML model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M0</td>
<td>Instance data</td>
<td>Instance data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 EMF

EMF is a modeling framework built on top of the Eclipse platform [6]. Its core component is the Ecore meta model. Ecore is based on Essential MOF (EMOF), which is a subset of MOF that is used for the definition of simple meta models. By using Ecore we can in turn define additional models or meta models, using a set of integrated Eclipse editors [6]. Another key MOF based meta model, within the EMF framework, is the UML2 project [6]. This metamodel is an implementation of the UML 2.x specification.

Finally, EMF is considered by many researches as one of the main environments for model-driven development, specially considering the size of its community and the number of experimental tools developed around it [5].

2.3 ATL

ATL is a model transformation engine integrated as part of the Eclipse platform that is aimed to produce target models from a set of source models [7]. It provides two main units of operation: ATL modules and ATL queries. The former specify a set of operations required to transform from one model to another, while the latter compute a single primitive value, such as a number or a String, from a set of source models. These transformation procedures are aligned with MDA definitions regarding model transformations.

2.4 Spring Roo

The Spring Roo project [8] provides a Java productivity tool for building enterprise applications. It does so by providing a command-line shell where special commands can be issued to create high quality web applications. The importance of this project lies in its ability to specify not only the static structure of an application, but also comprehensive support for the functionality provided by the Spring framework [8], as well as integration to other relevant technologies. One of its key advantages is the ability to generate code and test artifacts from the same domain model [8].

It should also be noted that web applications generated by Spring Roo are automatically built with a set of architecture patterns and best practices, in order to favor the maintainability of the system [8]. It is particularly helpful for this study that the Spring Roo commands can be saved into a script file, and then be executed at any given time.

3. Related work

In recent years there has been a lot of supporting work for models to source code transformations [9-12]. Regarding web application development, we can mention the work of Hou et al [13], where a modeling approach for web applications PIMs, based on UML extensions, is proposed. These PIMs are later transformed into PSMs using an abstract algebra method. Zhuang et al [14] describe a method for the development of e-commerce web applications, based on the WebML language and the transformation facilities provided by the WebRatio environment [14].

We can also highlight the work described by Abdella [15], where an approach based on the extension of UML class diagrams, and the use of the EMF framework, is proposed to build Java web applications. Closer to our approach is the work of Jeanneteau [16], an extension to an UML case tool that allows the generation of Spring Roo scripts that represent the static structure and the persistence layer of a software system. However, the generated scripts only contain the most basic Roo commands, without taking full advantage of the potential of the Spring Roo project.
4. Model2Roo

As stated in the previous section, the focus on software development in a MDA environment should be on models and model transformations, rather than specific programs or programming languages details. Taking this into consideration, we propose Model2Roo, an approach for web application development that is integrated within the EMF framework and that relies on MOF based meta models. Our intention is to develop web applications by transforming models built using these meta models into Spring Roo scripts, using tools associated to the EMF framework. By doing so, software developers will not need to worry about implementation details, but only on modeling the domain characteristics of the required application. A set of extensions to the source meta models is also proposed in order to take advantage of the full potential of the Spring Roo project.

The two main EMF meta models, Ecore and UML2, will be used as the meta models of the Model2Roo approach. Nonetheless, considering that Ecore is the main building block of the EMF framework, it will also be the key component of our approach. This is, we propose Ecore to be the source meta model for the transformation procedures to Spring Roo scripts. Figure 2 depicts the Model2Roo approach, along with its associated models and model transformations.

![Figure 2. Model2Roo approach](image)

In our approach, the model transformation from UML2 to Ecore is done through the UML importer application [6], built-in the UML2 project. The transformation from Ecore models into Spring Roo scripts is achieved by means of an ATL query, described in section 4.2. Finally, the transformation from Spring Roo scripts into Java Web applications is conducted from within the Spring Roo command-line shell [8], using its integrated scripting facilities.

By restricting the transformation to Spring Roo scripts only from Ecore models, we can centralize the associated transformation logic and details. Also, since Ecore is the meta model of the EMF framework, any EMF based meta model may define a transformation to Ecore, and thus benefit from the transformation to Spring Roo scripts. For instance, this is the case of the UML2 meta model.

4.1 Model extensions

For each of the transformation processes defined in the previous section there is risk of loss of information from the source to the target model. For instance, during the model transformation from UML2 to Ecore, all of the UML profile details are lost. We also need to consider that the commands associated to the Spring Roo project provide a set of options that cannot be specified in the base constructs of the Model2Roo meta models. For example, we could require the generation of integrated tests for all of the entities defined in a particular model. However, since neither Ecore nor UML2 base constructs provide a property to describe such requirement, we have no standard way to specify this option.

In Table 2 we describe the extensions that we propose to implement in the Model2Roo source metamodels, in order to overcome the aforementioned limitations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limitation</th>
<th>Extension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loss of UML profiles data during UML to Ecore transformation</td>
<td>Extension to the UML Importer application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inability to specify full set of Roo command options</td>
<td>Development of Ecore Annotations and UML Profiles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main building block for these meta models extensions is a set of Ecore annotations [6]. These annotations will describe details that allow the exploitation of the full potential of Spring Roo, while also taking advantage of modeling in MOF meta models. Taking into consideration that one of the main extension mechanisms in UML based models is the use of UML profiles [5], we propose to align the set of Ecore Annotations to the corresponding set of UML profiles. In doing so, we will be providing means to specify Spring Roo details both in Ecore and UML2 models, the two source meta models of our approach.
The set of Model2Roo annotations are first modeled as UML profiles using facilities of the UML2 project. These profiles can then be used when the starting metamodel is UML, by using stereotypes applications. However, they cannot be used directly when the source metamodel is Ecore, since it lacks the concept of profile constructs. This is why we propose a set of aligned Ecore annotations, generated from the UML2 profiles, that can be used to extend Ecore base constructs.

Considering that the transformation process to Spring Roo relies on Ecore, we also define a transformation process from UML2 to Ecore models. This is conducted by an extension of the UML2 importer application. Our extension analyzes the UML stereotypes applied to a model, and associates corresponding Ecore annotations to the resulting Ecore model. Figure 3 depicts the process for the generation of the Model2Roo annotations, as well the association between UML and Ecore models.

Having explained the definition process of the Model2Roo annotations, we will now discuss their details. We have decided to make a distinction between Spring Roo commands that affect the static structure of web applications, from those commands that allow integration with other technologies, or that provide additional functionality to the base structure of the system. When either the Ecore annotations or the UML profiles are applied, this first group of commands is identified with the prefix `rooStructure`, while the second group uses the `rooCommand` prefix.

As stated before, the `rooStructure` annotations are used to create the static structure of the system. This includes, the system definition, along with the model entities, enumerations, properties, and references between them. Nonetheless, in order to generate a more comprehensive web application we need more than the static structure of the system, which is why the `rooCommand` annotations include support for the definition of system logging configuration, web MVC controllers, along with their associated web and integration tests, data on demand and finder methods for the model entities. Tables 3 and 4 depict the details of the `rooStructure` and `rooCommand` annotations, along with their associated Ecore and UML elements. Also shown are the Spring Roo commands that will be issued during the transformation from Ecore models to Spring Roo scripts.

### Table 3. rooStructure annotations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ecore element</th>
<th>Uml element</th>
<th>Annotations</th>
<th>Roo commands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPackage</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>RooModel</td>
<td>project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EClass</td>
<td>Class</td>
<td>RooEntity</td>
<td>entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAttribute, EReference</td>
<td>Property</td>
<td>RooField {Boolean, Date, Enum, Number, Reference, Set, String}</td>
<td>field, set, reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEnum</td>
<td>Enumeration</td>
<td>RooEnumType</td>
<td>enum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eLiterals</td>
<td>Enumeration Literal</td>
<td>RooEnumConstant</td>
<td>enum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. rooCommand annotations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ecore element</th>
<th>Uml element</th>
<th>Annotations</th>
<th>Roo commands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPackage</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>RooModelCommand</td>
<td>web, controller, persistence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EClass</td>
<td>Class</td>
<td>RooEntityCommand</td>
<td>dod, test, finders, logging, selenium, controller</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2 Ecore2Roo ATL query

In order to transform from Ecore models to Spring Roo scripts we propose the use of an ATL query. This query traverses the elements of Ecore source models, analyzes them and generates the corresponding Spring Roo commands. This set of commands can then be saved into a Spring Roo script file, that can in turn be used to generate the target web application. The Ecore2Roo ATL query has been designed to generate Spring Roo commands both from Ecore models annotated with the set of Model2Ecore annotations, as well as with unannotated models. The fact that the Ecore2Roo query does not depend on Spring Roo details allows for a seamless integration of the Model2Roo approach with existing Ecore models. In this regard, our approach can be seen as an alternative to the current code generation facilities provided by the EMF framework [6]. Finally, it should also be noted that the only requirements to execute the Ecore2Roo query are an ATL environment, the Ecore meta model definition, and an Ecore source model.
4.3 Model2Roo Eclipse plugin

We have developed an Eclipse plugin that allows the integration of the Model2Roo operations as part of the EMF framework. It provides all of the functionality described in the previous sections, for Ecore and UML2 models, easily accessible from within the Eclipse environment. This is, by selecting an ECore EPackage element within an Eclipse editor, we may associate the set of Model2Roo annotations. We can also generate Spring Roo scripts by selecting either ECore EPackage or UML Package elements.

Figure 5 depicts the menu of the Model2Roo plugin that is added to Eclipse’s menu bar. As we can appreciate, it provides three menu items that allow the execution of the operations proposed by our approach.

5. Model2Roo example: PetClinic

In order to demonstrate the use of the Model2Roo approach we will develop a Pet Clinic application, a classic example designed to show the strengths of Spring application frameworks [17]. Considering that a sample script of this application is also provided along with the Spring Roo distribution, our intention is to compare the script file generated with the Model2Roo approach, against the script provided by the Spring Roo distribution, so as to verify if the corresponding web applications can be considered equivalent or not.

The Pet Clinic application is an information system that requires web browser access. It is intended to be used by employees of the clinic in order to manage information regarding veterinarians, clients and their pets. The use cases for this system include managing veterinarians and their specialties, managing clinic clients, their pets and their visits to the clinic [17]. As explained in the previous section, we can decide to model this application either with Ecore or with UML2. In this case, we have decided to directly use the Ecore support. It should be noticed that at this stage no special Model2Roo annotation is required to model the application. Figure 5 depicts the Pet Clinic Ecore model, developed within the Ecore Diagram Editor [6], an application that is part of the EMF framework.

By executing the Transform Ecore to Spring Roo operation, from the Model2Roo plugin, we could generate a Spring Roo script from this model. However, it would only reflect the static structure of the system. In order to generate a more comprehensive application, we can apply the annotations provided by the Model2Roo approach. To do this, we execute the Add Roo Annotations to Ecore Model operation, from the Model2Roo plugin, and then specify values for the relevant annotations. Figure 6 depicts this annotated Pet Clinic Ecore model.

Figure 4. Model2Roo Eclipse plugin

Figure 5. Unannotated Pet Clinic application

Figure 6. Pet Clinic with Model2Roo annotations
The Spring Roo script generated from this model will describe the web application with a greater level of detail, taking full advantage of the Spring Roo constructs. Figure 7 depicts representative fragments of this generated script.

```java
project
  --topLevelPackage com.springsource.petclinic

persistence setup --provider HIBERNATE
  --database HYPERSONIC_IN_MEMORY

entity
  --class .domain.Pet
  --testAutomatically
  field string --fieldName name --notNull
  --sizeMin 1
  field number --fieldName weight
  --type java.lang.Float --notNull --min 0
  field reference --fieldName owner
  --type .domain.Owner
  field enum --fieldName type --notNull
  --type .domain.reference.PetType

enum type
  --class .reference.PetType
  enum constant --name Dog
  enum constant --name Cat
  enum constant --name Bird
  controller all --package .web
```

Figure 7. Fragments of the Spring Roo script

Through the application of our approach we have successfully generated a Spring Roo script that is functionally equivalent to the one provided by the Spring Roo distribution. It should be noted that the associated web applications will provide the same set of functional and non-functional requirements.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed Model2Roo, an MDA approach for the development of high quality web applications. This approach is integrated within the EMF framework and relies on extended MOF meta models for the generation of Spring Roo scripts, that describe both the static structure of the system, as well as associated functional and non-functional requirements, such as the generation of web controllers, integration tests, and the definition of a persistence layer.

The meta model extension mechanism is based on Ecore annotations and UML profiles. However, its use is not mandatory and our approach can be applied both to annotated and unannotated models, though in order to take full advantage of the Spring Roo project, the use of the Model2Roo annotations is encouraged.

The main contribution of our approach lies in the change management process associated to web applications. This is, changes need not be applied directly over the implementation artifacts of the system. Instead, the system model is updated using the EMF framework and the generated Spring Roo script will in turn contain the appropriate implementation changes. In this way, we avoid the lack of compliance between design documents and implementation artifacts.

For our future work, we would like to develop a Spring Roo add-on, in order to be able to provide the Model2Roo functionality outside the Eclipse platform. Support for additional MOF based meta models and their associated tools is also intended.
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